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---With over twenty five yearsâ€™ of successful trading Porta Spa is an experienced installation, repair
and conversion specialist that can surely manage all of your Jacuzzi issues with precision. Our
reputation for providing excellent and unparalleled level of service is matched only by the
affordability of our products and services, and therefore there is little wonder why we Jacuzzi
services are so sought-after.

Indeed, the key to our success is that we place the needs of our customers at the core of our
business philosophy. Here at Porta Spa we go that extra mile to ensure that our customers enjoy a
level of attention that they simply wonâ€™t find from any other Jacuzzi retailer in the UK.

The catalogue of Jacuzzi hot tubs that we offer is as diverse as they are affordable. A prime
example of the sublime Jacuzzi hot tubs in our catalogue is the Cuddle Puddle 3 Spa. The standard
features of these Cuddle Puddle spas include a thermostat, fitted with a dial and temperature gauge
that ranges from zero to fifty degrees Celsius. If, on the other hand, we can alternatively supply you
with a Jacuzzi with a digital temperature gauge. The filters on these spas are fitted with a twenty five
cubic feet washable cartridge and are equipped with a twelve volt, LED colour changing light that
takes the hassle out of changing globes or lenses to get a different colour.

Alternatively, if youâ€™re looking for a comfortable four-seat Jacuzzi, then here at Porta Spa our stock
includes the Cuddle Puddle 4 Spa. With the same standard features as the Cuddle Puddle 3 Spa,
only with additional capacity to seat for people, these Jacuzzi spas are as affordable as they are
sure to offer you optimum relaxation.

Should you like to find out any more information about our range of Jacuzzi products, or indeed to
contact us and discuss your personal requirements then you need only come to our website at:
www.portaspa.co.za.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Looking for a a Jacuzzi? portaspa.co.za is a website providing a great range of spa's and Jacuzzi's
for the best online prices â€“ Visit us today for more information on our services!
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